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Readers,

 After several months of searching, gathering, and waiting, we 
have finally brought together some of the finest works that the Bates 
campus has to produce.  Here, we showcase in print diverse talents. 
We would like to thank each and every Bobcat and Bobkitten who 
has submitted their works to the only literary and art magazine on 
campus. 

 Nothing is more enjoyable than to have one’s work displayed 
for all to appreciate. For those of you who read this and like what 
you see, submit next time to seedsub@gmail.com for a chance to 
publicize your hard work too. 

 Here is an opportunity to proudly preserve your early works 
to show your parents, you grandparents, your dog, your children, 
your great-grandchildren and the generations of Bobcats that will 
find this book in our archives. 

Thank you for picking this up!
Nerissa, Nick, and Lily
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A Lake in January 

There I was in the snow and biting air that you’ve never 
known.
It stole the moisture from the ground and my skin, making 
them each peel
like layers of things that the earth and I should miss, but we 
never wanted anything
except oceans.
At the heavy drop of snow from a pine, I shivered and real-
ized, 
if I were to rest my hand on your forehead, the oceans 
would dry, too.
They’d collapse into Earth until we became just a hard, 
bitter stone. No longer would distance blanket us with 
memory 
because we would be standing, shoulder to shoulder, frozen 
in stolid
space.   
So, I will keep my hands away from your face because I 
want oceans. I would cry water and salt back into this world 
if it means
you would stay across it. If Earth and you and I are con-
densed into noiseless
vibrations, then what would I have to swim to?

Mollie Kervick ‘13
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From Afar

I have never been to the ocean,
never seen its boundless water
spread as a bed blanket
before the sun at rise or rest.
I have not seen the sea.

Though I imagine there are
many shells, smoothed by a
careless caresss of
her fair, foam fingers
whose hands are always there.

And I picture little islands
lonely and dark, made
lonelier by dim night’s
wicked riders, but
held still in her still moon.

There are a thousand salts
I almost see, come charging
from the depths, the brine
may be as tears may be,
save now a glorious spray.

I think these things with a sigh
for my longing is to immerse,
to be quenched as ready iron, or
to find her as she seemed before,
a faraway friend to me.

Jackson Emanuel ‘15
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Andrew Grant, ‘14
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Addie Cullenberg ‘16
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The Weight of Thermodynamics:

Pressure building up
in your feet, heavy.
Shifty earth, shifting body
An object in motion
tends to stay-
in motion.

One foot in front
of the other
one, two, one, two.
Easy to move some days,
inconceivable on other.
Not only carrying
The physical body’s weight
but the mind’s weight too;
That’s what makes the
cargo heavy heavy.

Like the last drag
of your last cigarette, heavy.
Like heartache heavy.
Like your mama’s
mashed potatoes and turkey
dinner heavy.

Walk on though-
walk on.
One foot in front
of the other.
A body at rest
tends to stay at
rest.

Tamara Gonzalez ‘14
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Bridget Feldmann ‘16 
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Addie Cullenberg ‘16 
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Ellen Garwarkiewicz ‘13
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 Headmaster Raymond Moriarty III had heard multiple stories about slithers, 
but had never had the unfortunate pleasure of meeting one in person. That was of 
course until today, and the mere thought of this meeting petrified Raymond, quite 
literally.
 For the first time in his life, Raymond had found himself incapable of move-
ment. Although he had valiantly traversed around the subtly sharp corners of his 
aged, 1857 waxed-mahogany headmaster’s desk, through the barren valley between 
the two red-leather wingchairs- who would tenaciously trip students as they attempt-
ed to pass- past that devilish dictionary on the top shelf of the second book-cabinet 
on the left, which had only fallen once, to Raymond’s knowledge, but it was still a 
daringly devilish dictionary- it had not fallen upon the floor, but upon the small toe 
of a Madame Schmidt, of The Primrose-Schmidt’s, which had caused quite an or-
deal of trouble for Raymond at the time- and then, of course, he voyaged beyond the 
wooden chair in the far corner of his office. Although Raymond had accomplished 
all of this, and even after reminding himself of how far he had actually come from his 
desk- which sat exactly seven feet and eleven quarter inches behind him- and how 
silly it would be for him to not attend a meeting that he had scheduled himself- be-
ing both a Moriarty and the headmaster of Primrose Academy; even after all of this, 
Raymond could not, for the life of him, turn a doorknob.
 He knew what manner of creature stood behind that door.
 Raymond had been standing there ever since his secretary Margaret, S. 
Cunningham-Deveuax IV had buzzed him over the intercom exactly eight and a half 
minutes ago. She had rather politely informed Raymond that a certain Mr. Cross was 
waiting for him in the lobby outside of his office. But no matter how hard Raymond 
has tried, he has been unable to shake the thought that has stopped his wrist from 
turning: that this Mr. Cross was a slither, and you can never trust a slither. 
A curt set of knocks from the opposite side of the door caused Raymond to jump.
And suddenly, Raymond found that he was capable of movement once more. So he 
scurried, rather frantically, back behind the tower shield of his 1857 headmaster’s 
desk- the furthest and safest distance he could ever be away from the door and the 
slither that stood behind it. Cold sweat began to slide down the side of his slowly 
wrinkling face and dripped ever so eloquently onto his Primrose suit jacket with the 
royal-auburn cufflinks. Raymond only wished that he had a moment to breath.
 The knocking occurred a second time- same pace, same volume. And then 
Raymond became hysterical. How could he have even thought that this meeting was 

Mr. Cross
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a good idea? Surely he could have just sent a letter? Or a note? A post it on an apolo-
getic fruit basket perhaps? Or better yet, he could have just sent nothing at all and 
after expelling William Cross, he could simply hide behind his desk so as to escape 
the atrocious wrath that would surely ensue from Mr. Cross, William’s guardian. But 
no, Raymond had to pick up the headmaster’s black-spin-dial telephone and ask this 
slither to stop by the Academy on a matter concerning William’s academic standing. 
Raymond must certainly have a death wish.
 The knocking occurred a third time- same pace, same volume. Raymond 
hunched over his desk and clenched his fists, permitting droplets of sweat to lightly 
shower the waxed coating of the desk’s delicately aged mahogany wood. Raymond 
had heard how incredibly unsafe it was to keep a slither waiting; they could be so 
impractically impatient sometimes. He needed to pull himself together. So he told 
himself that he was a Moriarty- not just any Moriarty, but the third of the soon-to-be 
long line of Raymond Moriartys- brother to Olivia Moriarty XXII, and first cousin to 
The Mortimer Moriarty LIV- the current descendant of the original Mortimer Mori-
arty, born on November the twenty-first, 1663AD. 
 So Raymond rose from his desk, unclenched his fists, and straightened his 
spine; he was the headmaster of Primrose Academy. He sharply drew in a stout por-
tion of air and strictly wiped the sweat off his brow; he would never permit a slither 
to slander the first “R” cycle of male names in the Moriarty family tree. He stood 
with practiced posture like any proud third of a third- he was simply better than that 
slither. He cleared his throat.
The knocking occurred a fourth time- same pace, same volume.
 “Come in.” Raymond said- it was more of a squeak really. The door slowly 
opened, and Raymond met his first slither. Mr. Cross stood inside the doorframe of 
Raymond’s office at an imposing height of seven feet and thirteen quarter inches; this 
slither could reach Raymond’s desk by simply falling forward. He was wearing a well 
pressed, black pinstripe suit, a simple black fedora, a neatly collared white button-
down shirt, and a dark, venomous looking green and black speckled tie that seemed 
to undulate between different shades of toxicity. Most of Mr. Cross’ attire surprised 
Raymond; save the tie, Mr. Cross looked fairly human for a slither. But Raymond 
knew that there was a barbed, forked-tongue hiding away just behind Mr. Cross’ thin, 
pale lipped smile; just like how Raymond knew that this slither’s paralytic, silver, 
quill-like hairs were hiding somewhere underneath that black fedora. Slithers were 
crafty like that; Raymond knew he had to proceed with caution. 
 “Have a seat Mr. Cross.” His voice caught on the back of his throat; it was 
backed into a corner and wanted to run away. Regardless, Raymond gestured to one 
of the armchairs in front of him. The wooden chair in the corner of his office would 
have been a safer choice, but publically disrespecting a slither would be a death sen-
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Astrid Gleaton ‘13

tence and Raymond really didn’t want that.
 As if in response to Raymond’s offer, Mr. Cross walked beyond the wooden 
chair, past the not so devilish by comparison dictionary, and rather than safely travelling 
through the valley between the now too timid armchairs- they wouldn’t dare trip a slither- 
Mr. Cross stopped. He neatly folded his hands in front of his waist and stared at Raymond 
with that thin lipped smile of his; his face had not changed expression once. 
Raymond was a tad preoccupied with more pressing matters at the moment to care that 
Mr. Cross had not sat down- he’d go to the chair eventually. Raymond was far more 
concerned by the fact that a creature such as Mr. Cross could have better posture than 
himself, a Moriarty; Mr. Cross’ posture was practically perfect. What was even more dis-
concerting to Raymond was the fact that the devilish dictionary didn’t burst into flames, 
and that the two armchairs hadn’t timidly tripped themselves as Mr. Cross crossed their 
path; things usually went wrong in the presence of a slither. But after a minute and a half 
of pondering all of these pertinent issues, followed by some uncomfortable standing, then 
some awkward gawking, and then back to some more unbearable standing, Raymond 
realized that this slither would not eventually sit down.
 So he pushed the [TALK] button on his intercom with a little more purpose than 
he needed to.
 “You may send William in now.” Raymond said. His voice was noticeably quieter.
  After a moment, William Cross slouched through the doorway of Raymond’s office and 
took a seat on the wooden chair in the corner of the room. A pair of ear-buds emerged 
from a pocket of Will’s auburn school blazer and each bud was quickly swallowed up by 
that god awful mangled mesh of long black hair of his. He didn’t say a word, hunched over, 
and kept his head down- typical William Cross. How a creature like Mr. Cross could allow 
his ward to sit in that fashion was beyond Raymond’s comprehension- slithers must not be 
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Teddy Poneman ‘15

very persistent. 
 “Thank you for coming Mr. Cross.” Raymond began, “I called you in today to discuss 
your ward’s…”
 “Sssessso.” Mr. Cross said- it was more of a hiss really.
Raymond couldn’t help but stare at the barbed, forked-tongue that had just whipped out of 
Mr. Cross’ mouth.
 “I apologize Mr. Cross, I did not quite catch that.” His voice was barely audible.
Mr. Cross simply stood as he had before- same smile, same stare. Raymond swallowed.
 “As I was saying, William’s attendance has dropped below an impermissible percent-
age for this institution.” Raymond continued slowly. He was glad that he had prepared this 
speech- he would need to be persistent. “Our pertinent principals here at Primrose Academy 
have made this institution renown throughout the world. One of those pertinent principals 
is the stance our professors take on the persistent practice of enforcing pupil punctuality Mr. 
Cross, as I am sure you can perceive.”  After all, Raymond knew how punctual slithers could 
be; Mr. Cross had arrived promptly at 2:00PM, just as he said he would.
Mr. Cross simply stood as he had before-same smile, same stare. Raymond continued.
 “With punctuality being so pertinent at Primrose, any unpermitted absence from a 
professor’s presentation is perceived as a personal attack against the Primrose perception.  In 
the past week, William has participated and been present in only three of his fifteen classes.”
And Mr. Cross’ eyes slowly moved away from Raymond; they honed in on William in the 
corner. 
 “Ssssssésssssso?” Mr. Cross asked slowly. The way he stressed the first vowel almost 
made his hiss sound like English.
 “Yes Mr. Cross, as I said, he was only present at twenty percent of his professor’s 
presentations this week. If his punctuality does not rise to the permutable persistence and 
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            practical pinnacle of this Primrose principal before next Friday, William will no longer 
be permitted to enroll in courses at Primrose Academy.”
Mr. Cross turned away from Raymond. He strode with impeccable posture to stand in 
front of William. He folded his hands neatly in front of his waist and stared at his ward. 
Raymond, feeling that it would be safer to not interfere in a slither’s affairs; he made 
himself look busy by scanning some files on his desk.
 “There is a plethora of potential applicants praying for an education at Primrose 
Academy, Mr. Cross. It is quite pertinent that you persuade William to attend his profes-
sor’s…”
 Raymond thought he heard a hiss.
 He looked up from his desk and noticed that the slither had not moved. Mr. 
Cross simply stood as he had before- same smile, same stare. But something was hap-
pening to William. His slouch looked stiff and purposeful now- like a turtle shell he was 
trying to hide in. His muscles seemed tenser than usual, like they were quivering slightly. 
In fact, they were quivering; strands of his hair were wavering as if the boy were shaking. 
It almost looked as if he was trying to move, but something was stopping him. And then 
Raymond remembered; slither quills are paralytic. Raymond urged his voice to move 
away from his larynx.
 “William, are you..?” 
 “Sss!” Mr. Cross hissed. Raymond was silent.
 He felt his pulse race as he watched Mr. Cross stand as he had before- same smile, 
same stare. 
 He remembered something his mother, Olivia Moriarty XXI once said: Slithers 
don’t keep their children if they are naughty;They’ll eat them on the spot. William had 
been naughty, and now he couldn’t move. 
Mr. Cross stood- same smile, same stare. 
Raymond imagined that barbed tongue slice open William’s throat. 
Mr. Cross stood- same smile, same stare. 
-Imagined the blood stream down William’s blazer-
Mr. Cross stood- same smile, same stare.
-Imagined the wicked grin on Mr. Cross’ face-
Mr. Cross stood- same smile, same stare.
 -as he lifted up the dying corpse of his ward with his tongue- 
Mr. Cross stood- same smile, same stare.
-and swallowed it whole as-
Mr. Cross put out his hand- palm up.
-Mr. Cross turned to face him.
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Mr. Cross waited.
Raymond’s voice ran away.
There was silence.

But nothing happened. 
After a few moments, William reluctantly handed over the i-pod from his pocket and 
placed it into Mr. Cross’ outstretched hand. Mr. Cross pocketed the device and gently 
patted William on the shoulder. He let William rise out of his seat, seeming completely 
unharmed; there really wasn’t a bleeding gash across his neck. Mr. Cross walked behind 
William and used his hands to correct William’s posture; they both stood straighter than 
any Moriarty Raymond had ever known. Then, the two of them quietly filed out of the of-
fice. Just before leaving, Mr. Cross turned in the open doorway.
 “Sssesso.” Mr. Cross said.
The door shut. 
And for the second time in his life, Raymond found himself incapable of movement. He 
could not, for the life of him, understand how William was still alive. He spent the next 
hour of incapacitation pondering the potential possibilities as to why this slither had not 
eaten poor William. By 3:00PM, Raymond had come to the conclusion that Mr. Cross 
might be a vegetarian. But the very thought that there could be more than one type of 
slither absolutely petrified him- right down to his core. There could be slithers all around 
him, and he’d never even know. 
Raymond thought he heard a hiss.

At 10:00AM the next morning, Margaret S. Cunningham-Deveaux IV entered Raymond’s 
office. 
She called an ambulance two minutes later.
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Logan Greenblatt ‘14
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Contained

Filling my bones,
spoons coated in
heaviness.

Coccyx, quadratus lumborum, sacrum,
all tip, 
tilt,
spill out the secrets of bones,
of bodies.

To fill what is only words:
a requiem of uneven, 
unadulterated dreams,
a sea that sifts,
submerges the buoys
of my brain,
probing subconscious,
penetrating.

They go to my head,
words that writhe,
wriggle beneath leaves 
wrapped in cellophane,
leaves connected to cerebral fluid,
to memory.

Talia Mason ‘15
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Icarus

When/if God made light he left
only halfway through since
there’s all this darkness, see?
leftover but still too-much
so when someone sees a light
and follows it down the road
I want to help them because
they are right to want to
and if they get to where
everything is too-bright
and come around suffering
some inconvenience for it
I will mourn them as this
dead moth I call Icarus.

Jackson Emanuel ‘15
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Addie Cullenberg ‘16
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Kathleen Morrill ‘13
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Cara Garcia-Bou ‘13
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The Greatest Poet in the World

The greatest poet in the world
has never published a poem.

He keeps his work tucked away
in a mahogany chest in the study of  his house
which is tucked away in the woods
that are tucked away into the northern most reaches
near Tucker Lake, Michigan.

His oldest work was written in cuneiform
and other various dead languages,
with a pen made from the feather of  the last dodo bird
that ever hopped along the Earth.

He relaxes in his armchair watching the days go by,
a cup of  lemon tea in hand, and a slight smile
across his wrinkled face. 

He does not think about anything,
he merely sits, and recites 
the lines of  his poetry
over and over,

again
and again

in his head.

Nick Muccio ‘16
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Topp Vasu Leaphoon ‘15
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“in florence and you”

and i are meandering through the Uffizi 
feeling at first as though we should be cultured and interested and
getting something very specific and cultured and interesting out of these 
paintings and sculptures.
it’s not that we’re not interested -
we spend an hour and a half or so walking and looking and talking -
but most of it is spent whispering 
narrations of our favorite representations of The Virgin and the Child
or just looking up at the seriously demonic figures painted on the ceiling 
and marveling
at how some people can paint so well in such an awkward position.

okay. maybe we spend an hour doing that
and the last half hour attempting to leave the damned place,
practically running through the last ten rooms
and then tripping over each other as we try to get through the maze of 
“not-quite-finished-but-almost-finished-and-when-they-are-you-will-just-LOVE-
them!” 15th and 16th century rooms and hallways.

we finally emerge on another street, not quite sure where we are anymore
and happier than Hermes after he slew Medusa to be anywhere 
but in that maze of culture and beauty and history.

so we’re on our way to whatever’s next on the list 
and i am just glad to be in a drizzly florence with you, umbrellas, and unwashed jeans

Grace Glasson ‘14
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On the Way to the Franciscan Well

I’m sure you heard me walking as you plunged into the Lee, 
the pattern of my weighted feet, like hooves upon the cobbles.  
Your splash was fair and young, even through the deep November gusts.
But did you see the orange glow of streetlamps as you leapt?
Or did you close your eyes? 
I held the railing along the river street. I watched you swing and bend, 
pirouette below my feet. I thought of calling out to you, but your wake
seemed all too calm. I feared I’d interrupt your elegant recital. 
Water dancer, spinning swan, is it cold where you are now?
And did you have the chance to touch
the treasures underneath you? 
I see them when I walk. Beneath your swinging legs
fertile ground grows things people leave alone. 
A pointed, glowing traffic cone a tired man kicked walking home,
a shopping cart bumped quietly by the hunched old woman’s back.
Once I saw a bicycle. 
If there hadn’t been any lights, I would have left you there— 
harrowed damsel, chiffon lily pad, floating against the load of time. 
I would have let you sink in satin swirls until you laid, 
flush against the bed of things left underneath. You would have been
a princess there, a poem to be discovered. 

Mollie Kervick ‘13
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High Chairs 

I fight jitters that remind me of 
over-caffeinated breakfasts,
eye openers that intoxicate, 
and eggs that sizzle, 
but don’t settle.

We are devoted to
skipping hop-scotch 
on scalding pavement
deprived of chalk.

In rehearsed tones of
worthless gossip, 
we can hide like two blank-faced toddlers,
under moth eaten blankets,
feeling pleasant in the pillow fort
you call the Taj Mahal.

And tomorrow I will scribble 
ambivalence on my wrist.
For you are my center of gravity,
but if you knew,
how we’d fall like a pendulum cursed,
spinning circles in reverse:
incessant, irrelevant 
and infantile

You live in an antebellum dollhouse,
an oak closet with pinstripes and polos
and I squat in a barn built by Yankees,
shuffling between flannels and bean boots.

The more we say, 
the less we mean,
because we love so much
and we know so little.

Maud Welch ‘13
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Nerissa Brobbey ‘15
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Sophia Pellegrini ‘15
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Austerity

Fleshy forms under blankets
make a mess of things from
the start and fire feelings
will keep you warm but
they are too dangerous
to be left around so it has
been impressed upon me
that outdoor coats or
South would be a good
direction to go in and
since I’m no coward’s son
I stay on for December’s
inviolate carnival which
they call the dawn.

Jackson Emanuel ‘15
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Full House

This is where kings lie down
upon their king-sized beds.

And this is where with shades drawn,
dreams fill their crowned heads.

The King of Hearts dreams of love,
Though they say it’s just for fools.

But what can Diamonds think of
but rubies, gems, and jewels? 

The King of Spades dreams of a garden,
all the flora green and lush.

While the King of Clubs says “pardon,”
and gives the toilet a royal flush.

Yes this is where monarchs doze,
whether four, three, or a pair,

‘Cause this is where desire shows
In whatever suite they wear. 

Mike Creedon ‘15
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Early Morning 

In the dusk and in the silence 
of 5.30 in the morning, 
I sit on the toilet— 
I listen to the muffled sounds 
of pipes and plumbing, 
I search 
for another sink with water, 
for another toilet flushing, 
for another soul awake. 
I hear nothing 
—but muffled pipes— 
and I pee 
straight into the toilet water. 
Like a cry in a fog-blinded night, 
my pee tears into 
the early morning.

Mariya Manahova ‘14
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Response to Sonnet 15

When I consider the mind,
I think of dripping wellies on a shoe rack
And a Pisa stack of laundry-
Half damp and half dry.
I want to live out my days in a 
Rickety tree house
And drink Earl Grey with the moon,
But that would take dedication.
All I have is a bookshelf of half sonnets
and a music box that broke years ago.
If only I could consider everything that grows
And slice time into edible fragments.
I’d have a sweet tooth for youth,
And be picky about old age.

I want to write about scalding chai
That rips the gum and softens the soul,
Just enough to ask for a kiss
On chapped lips 
That taste of sea salt and of sesame.
I try to write about unimpassioned objects and all I find
Is magnetism staring me in the face.
A fogged spoon on a dry nose, 
And I feel like a fool
With my rantings above the smoking toaster.

I should write about 
Magazine pages that don’t slip like silk
Beneath my water clogged finger tips,
And strung up peppers
Bleaching gold in the overwhelming sun.
If I wrote about neighbors with pink curtains
And Lewiston streets that reek of sewer,
I might forget what I should remember
And return again to the summer nights,
All quiet on the lake water.

Maud Welch ‘13
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The World and I

Sometimes
I dive into the ocean
just to feel the blue.

And I pick peaches from trees
just because I like the sound
of separating a stem
from its branch.

I’ll often walk along any road I please
to feel something solid beneath my feet.

And I wonder sometimes what the world does to me
just for the simple pleasures.

Is the breeze because it likes the feel of my hair between its fingers?
Or the glimmer of the stars
because it likes to look down upon my face?

I’m content with the settlement we’ve come to
if  that is indeed the case.

I like the blue,

I like the stars and the road,

and I like the simplicity between us,

the world and I.

Nick Muccio ‘16
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From the Perspective of the Boy Sitting Across the Room Looking at the Girl Two Chairs 
to My Right

Girl, your enjambments make me 
hard, but your iambs
are why I pen this, 
this an ode to 
the writer, written
by a writer
but we aren’t yet writers,
we just write—
and there’s no distinction
between the male 
and female pen, 
so we’re left 
without connection
without ability 
to prove the music that can bloom
between my Bic and yours.

Sometimes I am certain 
I’m an asterisk
shooting across every plain, pitch, roll, and yaw—
centered only in a tangled ball of
trajectories
that haven’t yet reached their home,
defined by multiples
of   yes  yes  yes
I would love to shoot northwest
to dig my nose into rich soil
to skip across the pond  all at once.
Hear me when I tell you:
I never want to digest your wit
I want to whet my pallet
with your prose poetry
until I’m drenched
until I’m like a hedgehog afraid
fully curled
absolute
all loose ends dissolved, a period penned
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in a second of verification  yes.
With you,  yes.
I’m here  here I am
self-aware 
and with pen  
writing us a future
one shared meal perhaps
as I watch you write
 a sonorous  sonnet
in quaking cursive that only
a writer 
would be able to read
that piece of writing  I’m able to read
I am invasion  I am transfixed
across the room: 
the researcher collecting data
surveys the page and finds 
villanelles, doodles, and blind
unsent messages to the boyfriend
with seemingly a lot of explaining to do
the boyfriend  the barrier
in the way of fantasy the fantasy: the
enjambment, intermingling, that only seems to
be heard in the sweet verses of what we say
when we’re too busy being busy
to speak.

Barbara VanDerburgh ‘15
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Departure

I leave the city for older roads.
Cobbled streets,
setting into the
arches of my feet.
Pressing each toe down into hundreds
Of thousands of years,
I sink into time.

Fingertips scrape the dirt
lining limestone 
walls,
falling into history,
glancing off, gazing.
Voices line these walls,
Wailing one by one.

I left the city for older roads.

Modernity shoved aside
for shouks, shwarma.
Clotheslines hang carelessly
overhead,
silent colors howling.
Feet moving, hands
dragging behind.
Glimpses of antiquity
thrown into buckets
of time. 

Talia Mason ‘15
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The Telescope Tower People

John actually doesn’t need to, but he wants to live in the telescope tower with 
the other people. The people who live in the telescope tower never close the hatch, 
although they aren’t constantly looking through the telescope. Because of that, in 
winter it gets very, very cold in the telescope tower—as cold as it is in the open 
outer space. The people who live in the telescope tower snuggle underneath big dark 
blankets, and in the midst of the night, everything is silhouettes, gray and black, 
immobilized; they have stars instead of eyes. 

During the day, the telescope tower people work in a dining hall for the 
unemployed. This means that even though they don’t own their own homes, they 
are not unemployed. They don’t cook the food, but they serve it in paper bowls: for 
example, a deep bucket of soup is brought in, they dip a big spoon halfway down the 
bucket—not too deep in order not to take too many vegetables, but not too shallow 
either in order not to take too little—and pour soup in a paper bowl. Then they put 
a paper lid on it and hand it to the unemployed person in line. The telescope tower 
people work at the same station, never far from each other. They talk loudly and 
laugh from deep within their throats, so that everyone can hear.

John can’t visit them in the dining hall for unemployed people, unfortunately, 
because he’s not unemployed. He works at a supermarket and receives a larger salary 
than three telescope tower people put together, but he wishes he could work at the 
dining hall. He loves nodding, and because filling a paper bowl with soup takes less 
time than scanning someone’s groceries, he would be able to nod more times per 
hour if he worked at the dining hall. At the supermarket, he takes people’s money in 
exchange for their groceries, and parting with their money makes people irritated, 
which cuts short his enthusiasm to nod. In the dining hall for the unemployed, 
money is not involved in the transaction, which would allow him to nod as much as 
he feels is appropriate.

It takes John twenty minutes to walk from the supermarket to the telescope 
tower, and he likes walking, so he sees no reason to use any other means of 
transportation. His steps are jerky, and his arms dangle jerkily along his body as he 
walks. He is so weird! He is tall, even handsome—high cheekbones, blond, wild hair, 
a stern look. With the skirts of his coat in the air, he talks to himself as he walks. 
He overemphasizes each nod. When he opens the door for someone, he makes a 
giant nod; when he says ‘okay’—giant nod; when he says something to himself and 
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agrees—giant nod. In moments like this one, when he agrees with himself only slightly, he 
makes numerous shallow nods, one pouring after the other.

In twenty minutes, he is in the telescope tower and offers its inhabitants a deep, 
meaningful nod. The moment when he finally sees all the telescope people is the peak of 
his day, with endorphins being released at full speed in his brain. The dining hall closes at 
six, while his shift goes on until ten, so they are always back much earlier than he. Some of 
them have already started to drift off, disappearing under dark, heavy blankets. He wishes 
he could spend more time with them; he tried to move his shift, but the supervisors told 
him he couldn’t.

Still, he is glad he can sit on the floor with his back against the wall, curl up in his 
jacket, and watch. The telescope tower people who are not asleep hover over each other 
and talk within themselves. Their speech is a husky whisper, words indistinguishable, eyes 
wide open, glowing like stars.

A telescope stands diagonally in the middle of the tower. It is a telescope, so it is 
turned towards stars in outer space, toward the vastness which exists in our minds as 
the sky. The hatch is open, and the stars are visible without a telescope: points of light 
somewhere deeply away on the z-axis. The telescope stares at them without blinking so 
as not to miss a shooting star (although, as a telescope, it knows shooting stars are not 
actually stars). The telescope stares at its stars, and John stares at his telescope tower 
people.

The telescope tower people don’t talk to John, and John doesn’t talk to them, only 
nods. He’s thought about talking to them. He could ask them about the dining hall, about 
the soup, about the stars possibly. He never manages to push the words out of his mouth, 
though, because they don’t seem as meaningful as a nod. 

In the morning, the telescope tower people wake up slowly, one after the other, until 
the movement of bodies is so audible that even the sleepiest ones sit up and rub their eyes. 
They all leave for work together, almost holding hands in a line like kindergarten kids. 
John walks a few meters after them; not intimidating but not letting them get out of sight 
either. They touch each other on the shoulders, on the arms—they share some body heat 
on a frozen morning. John wishes they would touch his shoulders, but he doesn’t dare ask 
them. Fallen leaves beside the sidewalk are topped with frost, their red whitened, glossed 
over. John stops to look at the leaves. He opens his mouth to tell someone about them, but 
the telescope tower people are way ahead. 

A little further, the telescope tower people turn right for the dining hall, and John 
continues further. At the corner where they turn, a bench sits on its four legs under 
a brown-and-red tree. Its leaves have been falling for the past few weeks, so the soil 
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underneath is covered in ice-glossed leaves; the bench as well. John sets his weight down 
on the bench on top of the leaves and thinks about the telescope tower people’s torn coats 
for a little bit.

A witch lives nearby and visits John once or twice a week in the supermarket. She buys 
a few tomatoes, some bread, and some spices and goes up to John’s register.

“Hi, John,” she says and lets him see her front teeth but hides the brown one on the 
right. “How is work today?”

“Good.”
“Do you have any free time these days? You were going to come to my house for tea, 

remember? I promise, I’ll make delicious tea with lots of honey and the traditional cake 
that my mom used to make! You’ll love it, I swear!” Her eyes are begging.

“I don’t have free time anytime soon, I’ll be working twelve days straight.”
“Okay. Then I will come back on the twelfth day and ask you again, okay? I hope you 

can spare some time for me then.”
She leaves, feeling a little down but still skipping almost imperceptibly, tapping one 

foot on the ground a couple of times, then the other. The curls and knots in her hair caress 
her shoulders.

That night the telescope tower people aren’t in the telescope tower. Their blankets are 
also gone. John sits down with his back against the wall and waits. An hour later, he gets 
up and walks along the circular wall of the tower, looks and looks for little objects at the 
edge where the wall meets the floor, but there is only dirt. He sits back on the floor with 
his back against the wall and falls asleep.

The next evening is the same: no telescope tower people, only John and the telescope. John 
continues to wait, however, until one week passes. When he comes back into the tower on the 
seventh day—one week after the last time he’s seen them—he jumps and stomps his feet on the 
floor as hard as he can, lifts his knees high in the air, brings them down with the strength of 
a giant, and shakes the telescope, its hatch, and the stars looking at him at that very moment. 
He jumps and stomps until one ankle breaks in an ugly angle pointing outwards with his bone 
sticking out, diagonally pointing at the stars like a finger of ridicule. He stomps on one foot 
now with the same force, and the telescope tower responds with more shakes. His second ankle 
breaks too, and he falls to the floor. Now he occasionally thrusts a fist on the ground, but not 
too violently. After a while, he stops moving and only weeps.

The witch can’t wait until the twelfth day. She has already chosen the type of tea and 
knows all the ingredients she needs for the cake. Her heart pounds more quickly with 
every day, her craving becomes unbearable, like a drug addict deprived from his heroin. 
She sets off for the supermarket on the tenth day. I’m sorry, John, she thinks, but I can’t 
wait any longer.
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In the supermarket, she is met by a bucket of cold water, though: John isn’t there. 
Maybe he lied, maybe he doesn’t like her, as she has worried sometimes. Her chest freezes 
from the inside; the numbing creek spreads to her stomach. 

The manager needs to make sure no one gets sick or seizes or passes out in the 
supermarket, so he approaches her:

“Is anything the matter, ma’am?”
She regains her voice in a few seconds.
“Isn’t John working today?”
“Ah, in reality, he should be, but he has not come to work in three days now. He would 

be fired even if he came in tomorrow.”
The witch turns on her heel. Does he dislike her so much? Is he sick? Is he dead? 
She comes back the next day and the day after that; still, no sign of John. She knows it 

is time now to go to the telescope tower.
“John?”
“Jooooohn?”
She comes in and sees him prostrated on the floor beneath his jacket. He is asleep, she 

thinks, and then sees the bones sticking out of his legs. She gasps inside; no sound travels 
through the air. With a hand motion, she lifts him in midair and transports him to her 
house. 

She is so happy! Now she’ll make him cake and tea, and he won’t be able to escape 
because his legs are broken! She doesn’t have beds, but she lays him on top of ten or 
eleven pillows, just in case. He is close to landing in his own body now and regaining 
consciousness: he nods awkwardly, diagonally, his messy hair follows suit. She sits by 
his head and follows the lines on his face with her fingers. A look at his ankles tells her 
that they are healing alright: she put them back in their original places and applied some 
healing potion. But not too much—she doesn’t want him healthy and leaving her house 
tomorrow. He nods diagonally again. Seeing that he still lingers in limbo, she goes to the 
kitchen to prepare deliciousness for the ill man.

John’s survival instinct brings him back to his body and opens his eyes. On his left: 
a bookshelf packed with purple and yellow books, old and new, moldy and dusty, little 
sheets of notes sticking out of them in all directions. Disorderly piles of books stand in 
front of the shelf because there is no more space on it. In front of him: a long wall with 
sparkly, warm paintings in maroon, deep crimson, ochre, unrecognizable shapes in all 
paintings. The paintings are set one right next to the other, no white space between them 
to allow each painting to be viewed separately; no, they are one big palette of color that a 
child has lovingly mixed and splashed over the entire wall. On his right: plants, and plants, 
and plants growing in variously sized pots, all brown. Each plant chooses its way to curve 
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its spine and intertwine it with the others’, so they all come in an embrace that forms a tall, 
green jungle where plants lose track of which leaves are their own. He can see a little bit 
into the kitchen: a long-haired fairy dances with teapots and cake ingredients. Her dress 
twirls like a whirlpool, and her feet soar half a meter above the ground. John cannot tear 
his gaze away from the fabric of her dress: its curves begin as purple, then they fall into 
green, and then they land back again into purple. She turns to look at him and smiles. It’s 
the witch! he shouts inside his head. No, I need to leave, leave, no… His legs can’t move 
yet, they are far from being healed. He examines them: no bones sticking out anymore, his 
skin shows no signs of wounds, only he can’t move them. When he concentrates, he feels 
blood vessels carrying blood there, calcium atoms flowing, little cells rebuilding the bone 
where it shattered. He releases his weight into the pillows and buries his face in feathers 
and cloth. 

The witch comes closer with a plate of cake in her hands, and space and time warp 
around her. She goes down to her knees and sets the plate of cake next to John’s head; 
he sees himself as a part of the energy that forms a static vortex around her spine. What 
seems like a second later, she is going down to her knees again, this time with a teapot in 
one hand and two ceramic mugs in the other. One mug has a unicorn drawn on it, the 
other has a purple frog. The witch lifts the hand with the mugs, indicating a question: 
Which one do you prefer, John? Which one do you like better, John? In which one would 
you like your tea, John? John, baby, please choose a mug to drink your tea from! Which do 
you prefer, John, unicorns or purple frogs?

If only the telescope had someone to look at the stars with now, it would have been a 
perfect world.

He pushes it all to the side—the cake, the teapot, the mug with the unicorn, the mug 
with the purple frog—and throws his arms around her waist. They clasp behind her back, 
and he hugs tightly. His head on her lap, his forehead against her pubic bone, he weeps. 
With a slight motion of her hand, she returns the cake back to the plate, the tea back to the 
teapot. The witch strokes John’s unruly hair as he nods awkwardly into her pelvis.
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I saw a plane blinking in the poisoned blue,
a diamond in a bruise.
And I, being dizzy, couldn’t tell if it was a star
or me that moved. 
I moved, walking north
It falling east.
I liked to imagine that at some
point, our paths being crossed,
we shared the same vertical line with Saturn
before our fates turned eastward
and mine northward.
A hand idly twisted the tendons in my heart,
a longing dressed in rouge.
And my mind flew above, a messenger
between us two, in a sky that moves.
I walked away from home, but 
you returned. Blinking.
I like to imagine that that star
saw me down here with frigid
plexiglass eyes hiding a warmer soul.
But your runway is eastward
and mine northward.
I saw a plane blinking in the chasm space,
a hope inside a void
That perhaps you were up there somewhere 
and I would meet you at the airport.
I thought you were a shooting star 
falling slowly.....beneath the cusp of the world.
I walked northward. The real stars were still.
But I wished upon you 
Your lonely eye, a pearl amidst the whirl.

Dizzy Blink

Lily Christine ‘15
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To an Airplane-Seat Armrest on a Flight Leaving Home

I’ve been told that you’re supposed
to look like a humpback whale.
Flat head, curved gullet, cracked mouth
(designed to catch stray krill and peanuts).
A round metal fisheye poking out, spying
passengers’ pathways in the sky, poked 
in when they want to lean backwards.

But where are your warts--your tail
and fins covered in warts? You’ve flown
too far out of the sea and your back
is too smooth, humpless--Where are your warts?

We’re worn smooth. Hands of lonely businessmen
shave your back with friction and I am shaven.
We’re leaving our seas, our schools of krill 
for lonelier globes of sky and cheaper horizons.

O worn plastic and diecast metal whales,
O wartless and overhasty passengers,
fly away from home. Fly away from your seas,
your warted and humped pods, to 
the bluer depths of an empty sky.

O Sing your airplane engine roar, 
your inadequate whalesong.

Nick Steverson ‘15
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